
Series 991C
Series 991N
TEE GUIDE DOUBLE 
PURCHASE ARBORS
Double purchase rigging is used when arbor travel 
is restricted. For each foot of arbor travel, the batten 
travels two feet. In order to balance the load on the 
pipe batten, two pounds of counterweight must be 
added for each pound of load on the pipe batten. 
The efficiency of this style of arbor is diminished, 
resulting in more effort required to raise or lower a 
balanced set.

Model 991C and 991N double purchase 
counterweight arbors are designed to be captured 
and guided between tee or jay bar. Each arbor is 
fabricated from heavy steel shapes to provide a 
sturdy frame in which to load counterweight. Arbor 
rods are spaced 10” on center. They are available 
in increments from 6 to 12 feet. Ball Bearing Roller 
Guides and Arbor Guide Shoes are sold separately.

The arbor top is outfitted with a sheave assembly 
to reeve the lift and purchase lines back toward 
the head block. The arbor bottom is outfitted with 
a sheave assembly to reeve the purchase line from 
the tension block back toward the floor. Provisions 
must be made for a separate tie-off of the lift and 
purchase lines at the head block and the purchase 
line at the floor area
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991C7x8 8 feet Cast Iron 7 157# 1335# 1632# 4

991N7x8 8 feet Nylatron GSM 7 139# 1315# 1945# 4

991N10x8 8 feet Nylatron GSM 10 175# 1350# 1980# 4

991C7x10 10 feet Cast Iron 7 174# 1685# ** 5

991N7x10 10 feet Nylatron GSM 7 156# 1665# 2480# 5

991N10x10 10 feet Nylatron GSM 10 197# 1710# 2520# 5

991C7x12 12 feet Cast Iron 7 191# 2035# ** 6

991N7x12 12 feet Nylatron GSM 7 173# 2015# ** 6

991n10x12 12 feet Nylatron GSM 10 219# 2070# ** 6

*Capacities include the empty weight of the arbor and are calculated based on an industry average 
for cut steel counterweights. Actual capacities may vary by as much as 5%. 
**Contact the factory for modified arbors designed for heavy duty use.  
All sheaves include one groove for 3/4” purchase line.


